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Abstract In order to obtain information regarding the
correlation between an electroencephalogram (EEG) and
the state of a dolphin, we developed a noninvasive
recording method of EEG of a bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus) and an extraction method of true-EEG (EEG)
from recorded-EEG (R-EEG) based on a human EEG
recording method, and then carried out frequency analysis
during transportation by truck. The frequency detected in
the EEG of dolphin during apparent awakening was
divided conveniently into three bands (5–15, 15–25, and
25–40 Hz) based on spectrum profiles. Analyses of the
relationship between power ratio and movement of the

dolphin revealed that the power ratio of dolphin in a situation when it was being quiet was evenly distributed
among the three bands. These results suggested that the
EEG of a dolphin could be detected accurately by this
method, and that the frequency analysis of the detected
EEG seemed to provide useful information for understanding the central nerve activity of these animals.
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The bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) is a marine
mammal positioned at the top of the food chain. The dolphins are organized into highly structured communities
known as groups, in which the sex and age of members in
the community are balanced to fulfill the functions of the
group, such as the feeding system [1]. A group feeds using
a process, the chasing method, in which the roles of individual members in the community are systematically
connected. The method is adapted to suit the particular
situation, including the climate and the kind and amount of
the catch [1]. The ability of bottlenose dolphins to carry out
such highly organized behaviors as the chasing method
seems to be derived from their advanced communication
skills, which are made possible by a social ability that
rivals that of primates [1]. These brain functions are controlled by the electrical activity of neurons in the cerebral
cortex, and changes in this activity can be detected by
an electroencephalogram (EEG) or electrocorticogram
(ECoG).
Much information is now available about the relationship between a physiological state and EEG in primates,
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including humans. There are a lot of reports of EEG in
humans by means of electrodes sitting on the scalp surface
and analyzed with regard to the effect of seizure disorder
[2] on active parts of the brain, frequency, amplitude and
rhythm, changes in overall active level of the brain
according to sleep and awakening state [3] and consciousness disorder [4], and the effect of a morbid state [5]
on brain function. The results have revealed significant
effects of the behavioral state on specific frequencies in the
EEG, such as a-wave (8–13 Hz).
On the other hand, there have been few reports about the
brain waves of whales, which have been recorded by ECoG
using electrodes implanted surgically in the cerebral cortex
of whales such as bottlenose dolphin [6, 7], white whale
(Delphinapterus leucas) [8], boto (Inis geoffrensis) [9], and
harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) [10]. These studies
only examined the relationship between the ECoG amplitude and sleeping of dolphins, but were not frequency
analyses which can be expected to provide more useful
information.
Murayama et al. [11] recorded the EEG of a bottlenose
dolphin by a noninvasive recording method by positioning
electrodes on the scalp surface of the dolphin and analyzed
the frequency at less than 1 Hz. However, the dolphin had
been kept on shore out of an aquarium, which was widely
different from the natural conditions.
The continuous recordings of whale brain waves during
various movements with a noninvasive recording method
similar to the EEG recording method in humans, and the
analysis of frequencies in the brain waves, are expected to
provide useful information to elucidate not only the correlation between brain waves and the changes of surroundings
or movement but also the central nerve activity of whales.
From this point of view, we developed a noninvasive
and waterproof recording method of EEG for a bottlenose
dolphin based on a human EEG recording method. Further,
we discovered a method of frequency analysis of dolphin
EEG. We used this method to record the EEG of a dolphin
being transported by truck, and then analyzed the detected
frequencies by means of power ratio to obtain the frequency information regarding the correlation between the
EEG and the state of the dolphin in appearance.

Material and methods
Material
The female bottlenose dolphin used in these analyses had
been captured offshore from Taiji in the Wakayama prefecture of Japan on 3 December 2002. The dolphin was
216 cm in body length. The animal was subsequently
reared in the World Dolphin Resort Aquarium in Taiji from
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5 December 2002 to 26 February 2004, and grew to
258 cm in body length within this rearing period. Since 27
February 2004, this animal has been housed in the dolphin
facility at Azabu University, located in Murotomisaki
Muroto, Kochi prefecture. The estimated age of this female
dolphin at the time of the recording was 4 years old from
the body length [12]. The dolphin was judged to be healthy
from the normal growth rate based on an increase of 42 cm
in body length for 1 year and 3 months [12], and judgment
by the veterinarian in the World Dolphin Resort Aquarium
according to blood examinations. The actual experiment
and treatment were executed according to the animal
experiment guidelines of Azabu University.
Experimental procedures
The transportation of the dolphin from the World Dolphin
Resort Aquarium to Azabu University was conducted using
a wet-sling method [13], and the real recorded EEGs
(R-EEGs) during the transportation were examined on the
truck, stopping the engine to avoid the artifacts originated
from the movement of the engine. Details of the transportation and R-EEG recording cycles are shown in
Table 1. Briefly, the dolphin was laid on a stretcher and put
in a container filled with seawater, which was maintained
at 100 mm below blowhole level to prevent the blowhole
from being submerged. Some body parts, including the
head, melon, dorsal fin and a part of the caudal fin were
regularly sprayed with seawater. The behavior of dolphin
under recording of R-EEG was monitored by recording on
a video with a DCR-PC video camera (Sony, Tokyo,
Japan). The degree of movement was expressed as times of
head movement and emitting sonant per period of the video
recording (times/s), which were calculated from the pictures played back from the video.
The silver plate electrodes coated with AgCl prior to use
in the EEG recordings were covered with a vinyl chloride
suction cup in order to attach them to the wet body surface
of the animal (Fig. 1a). The suction cup also served to
waterproof the electrodes. Each lead line was twisted
together to form a single line to prevent electromagnetic
induction. The electrodes were then placed on the scalp
surface of the dolphin in accordance with the referential
derivation method [14]. The placements of the electrodes
were designed to enable the most efficient recording of an
electric inductance (electrogram) from the dolphin in the
container. To detect R-EEG, we set electrodes close to
the brain (recording positions h–k shown in Fig. 1b). The
positions a, b, d, and e were selected for detecting the
electrogram originated from the breath, also c and f were
for eye movement in order to compare the electrogram
profile with the R-EEG. An earth and reference electrodes
were placed in front of the dorsal fin resulting from an

–
Preparation to drain sea water
–
–
Inflowing sea water into the
container
Preparation for transfer to the pen
next to a pier in the ocean
Movement of the container to the pen
Setting a crane to the stretcher with
wire
–

09:06–09:13

09:13–09:22

09:22–09:26 (4–1)

09:26–09:28 (4–2)

09:28–09:32 (5–1)

09:32–09:35 (5–2)

09:35–09:40

–

02:30–04:40

08:40–09:06 (3)

Waiting for departure by ferry

02:05–02:30 (2)

04:40–08:40

–

21:34–02:05

Waiting for departure overland

21:20–21:34 (1)

27/02/2004

–

21:00–21:20

26/02/2004

Transportation process

Time (recording no.)

Date

–

Movement of head up and down,
3 times and emitting sonant,
5 times/103 s

No movement and emitting sonant,
3 times/197 s

Intermittent head movement, 2 times
and emitting sonant, 2 times/100 s

Small head movement, one time and
emitting sonant, 2 times/262 s

–

–

No movement and emitting sonant,
3 times/507 s

–

–

No movement and no sonant/256 s

–

Movement of head up and down,
42 times and emitting sonant,
23 times/156 s

–

Behavior of dolphin (times/period
of video recording)

–

Frequency range of 5–15 Hz appears
more often and the 15–25 Hz range
is less common

Almost unchanged from above

Frequency range of 5–15 Hz starts to
fall off and 15–25 Hz appears more
often.

Frequency range of 5–15 Hz appears
more often

–

–

Frequency range of 5–15 Hz starts to
appear more often

–

–

Frequencies within 5–40 Hz appear
almost even frequency range of
15–25 Hz predominates

–

Dominant frequency range is
5–15 Hz (60–80%)

–

Profile of frequency distribution
in EEG

The dolphin was released into the pen
and began to swim normally

Setting a crane to the stretcher with
wire

Moving the container close to the pen
next to a pier in the ocean

Preparation for transfer to the pen
next to a pier in the ocean

Inflowing seawater into the container

Removing the container from the
truck

Draining seawater from the Container

Preparation for draining sea water
from the container

Transport overland

Boarding and transport by ferry

Waiting for ferry departure

Transport overland

Waiting for departure by truck

Removal the dolphin from its pool
and placement in a seawater
container

Process

Table 1 Transportation process and the summary of relation between the behavior of a bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and the profile of frequency distribution in EEG
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Fig. 1 Silver plate electrode covered with vinyl chloride suction-cup
(a) and recording positions (b). Recording positions c and f are above
the eyeballs of the dolphin. S Electrode, V vinyl chloride suction-cup,
E body earth position, B base electrode position

inspection of the place which would reduce the influence of
body and muscle movements on the recording of R-EEG to
minimum (Fig. 1).
The R-EEG was transmitted and recorded with an MT-11
telemetry system (NEC Medical System, Tokyo, Japan) as
analog data. These data were then digitized with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz using an RA1300 device (NEC
Sanei, Tokyo, Japan).
The R-EEG included electrocardiograms (ECGs) and
other artifacts. We removed the ECGs from the R-EEG by
hand. The ECG signals including p-wave to t-wave indicated in Fig. 2a were removed from the R-EEG and both
ends were connected as shown in Fig. 2b, and then the
ECG-removed R-EEG was applied to the band-pass filter
(BPF, Butterworth filter type, 5–40 Hz).
The subsequent frequency analyses were performed
using medical frequency analysis software, BIMTUS 2
frequency analyzer (Kissei Comtec, Nagano, Japan). Using
the BIMTUS 2 device, we performed a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) on the digital data of brain wave converted by the RA1300 instrument. The common conditions
of FFT were as follows: window function, hamming, and
other conditions (interval, number of FFT points, overlap,
spectrum, and frequency resolution), were suitably applied
as described in the figure legends. The detected rate of the
EEG pulse in specific frequency region was expressed as a
power ratio defined as the percentage of the power spectrum of a specific frequency region to the power spectrum
of entire frequency obtained by the time series of the FFT
using a calculation performed with BIMTUS 2.
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Typical R-EEGs of dolphin under the situation of being
quiet are shown in Fig. 2a; the recording situation and
movement indicated in Table 1 as recording No. 2. These
R-EEGs were detected with the electrode placed on the
scalp surface indicated in Fig. 1b as recording point h–k.
The R-EEGs detected at recording point h–k closely
resembled the profile among the recording situation and
movement indicated in Table 1 as recording no. 1–5 (not
shown). The R-EEGs were composed of pulses with
several to several tens of Hz and the pulses specific to
electrocardiograms (ECGs) that were detected at approximately 1.4-s intervals (Fig. 2a, open ellipses).
Although the R-EEGs included ECGs and other artifacts, it was concluded that the R-EEGs originated from the
action potential of the brain, judging from the similarity of
the main pulse composition to the human EEG with a pulse
of 1–30 Hz (d, h, a and b waves) [14], the clear difference
in pulse composition compared with electrograms detected
by electrodes at recording points a–g, l and m, which were
composed of long wavelength pulses (Fig. 3), and resembling the shapes of the electrogram of the dolphin EEG
obtained by Murayama et al. [11]. The R-EEGs also frequently contained an instantaneous (*2 s) artifact pulses
that was synchronized with electromagnetic induction that
came from breathing, movement of the head, and the
electromyogram (EMG) synchronized with movement of
pectoral fin. The results of the FFT analysis (HPF, Butterworth filter type, 3 Hz) of these instantaneous artifact
pulses revealed that the main frequency of the ECG was
less than 50 Hz (Fig. 4b), which completely overlapped
with the main frequency of the R-EEG when quiet
(Fig. 4a), the main frequency of the EMG was 60–120 Hz
(Fig. 4c), breathing was less than 5 Hz (Fig. 4d), and
movement of the head was less than 5 Hz (Fig. 4e).
Therefore, in order to obtain true-EEG (EEG), the pulses of
ECG were deleted manually from the pulse of R-EEG
(Fig. 2a, b), and other artifact pulses were removed by
processing with BPF of 5–40 Hz using BIMTUS 2 from
the R-EEGs, and then resulting pulse of EEG (Fig. 2c) was
applied to frequency analysis.
The frequency analysis of the EEG by the FFT resulted
in a spectrum power defined as the detected rate of the
frequency pulse. The spectrum power of recording No. 2
was distributed from about 5 to 40 Hz, as shown in Fig. 2d.
We tentatively divided the spectrum power into three bands
(5–15, 15–25 and 25–40 Hz) on the basis of the following
two results. First, the spectrum power was distributed as
three frequency bands, with a maximum level of approximately 5, 20, and 35 Hz, and minimum levels at approximately 15, 25, and 40 Hz, respectively (Fig. 5a–c). Second,
a spectrum power profile of these frequency bands closely
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Fig. 2 a Typical pulse profile of recorded-EEG (R-EEG) of dolphin
when quiet (recording No. 2 in Table 1); b pulse profile of R-EEG
that was a manually removed pulse of ECG from pulse of R-EEG in
(a); c pulse of true-EEG (EEG) in which other artifact pulses were

removed from the pulse of ECG-removed R-EEG in (b) by a bandpass filter; d the power spectrum resulting from frequency analysis of
the EEG (c) by Fast Fourier Transform at recording positions h–k in
Fig. 1b

reflected the movement of dolphin, that is, the dolphin of
recording No. 3 under low level reaction to stimulation (no
movement and emission of a sonant) showed increasing
spectrum power of 5–15 Hz, whereas the 15–25 Hz spectrum power slightly increased and lowered the maximum
frequency, and the 25–40 Hz band maintained the profile
(Fig. 5b) compared with that of recording No. 2 under
quiet conditions (no movement and no sonant) (Fig. 5a).
During recording No. 1, the dolphin reacted strongly to
stimulation, moving its head up and down at all times and
emitting a sonant, and significantly increased the spectrum
power at 5–15 Hz (Fig. 5c) compared with recording
No. 2–5.
These results suggested that the spectrum power in the
three frequency regions was closely connected with
the movement of the dolphin. Therefore, we calculated the
time-course of the power ratio of the three bands (5–15,

15–25, and 25–40 Hz; Fig. 6) from the spectrum power
obtained from the EEGs of dolphin under the situation of
recording No. 1*5–2 in Table 1. The relationship between
the movement of the dolphin and the time-course profile of
power ratio is summarized in Table 1.
The power ratio of the dolphin in recording No. 2,
which was considered to be when quiet (Table 1), was
almost even among the three bands and was maintained at
constant levels within the recording period. In recording
No. 3, the dolphin showed slight reactions to stimulation,
and there was a clear increase in the 5–15 Hz band
compared with the other two frequency regions. Moreover, this did not change during the recording period.
During recording No. 1, the dolphin was judged to be
indicating a violent reaction to stimulation from the
movement, the power ratio of 5–15 Hz band increased
rapidly, while those of the 15–25 and 25–40 Hz bands
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Fig. 3 Typical R-EEG of dolphin when quiet (recording No. 2 in
Table 1) recorded at recording position j and electrograms of a–g, l,
and m in Fig. 1b

reduced. The dolphin under the situation of recording
No. 4 was receiving relatively strong stimulation by an
inflow of seawater in the first half of the recording period
(recording No. 4–1) and was released gradually from the
stimulation in the latter half (recording No. 4–2). During
recording No. 4–1, the dolphin displayed small head
movements and emitted a sonant, and the power ratio of
the 5–15 Hz band increased in a similar manner to
recording No. 3. In recording No. 4–2, the power ratio of
the three bands settled at equal values according to a
decrease of movement (intermittent head movement and
emission of a sonant). In recording No. 5, The dolphin
did not move but emitted a sonant during the early stage
(No. 5–1), but occasionally moved its head with
sonant emission during the later stages (No. 5–2). At
first, there were no clear differences among the power
ratio of the three bands (No. 5–1), but increases in the
power ratio of the 5–15 Hz band led to clear differences
(No. 5–2).
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It has been widely reported that bottlenose dolphins have
advanced communication skills that might be based on a
high intellectual ability, which is similar to that of primates
[1]. These brain functions are controlled by the electrical
activity of the neurons in the cerebral cortex, and any
changes in this activity can be detected as the EEG [14]. In
primates such as humans, a relationship between the
physiological situation and the frequency of the EEG has
been elucidated, and the results have been applied to
medical examinations [2–5].
There are, however, two noteworthy differences
between the EEG recording conditions for humans and
dolphins. One is a strong movement of the dolphins
underwater, making it necessary to fix a waterproof electrode on the body surface of dolphin. The other is that
artifacts such as ECG are more easily included in R-EEGs
of dolphins than humans. These are due to the fact that the
electric signal of ECG is conducted from heart to head by
volumetric conduction [14]. In humans, the R-EEG is not
interfered with by ECG resulting from a remarkable
attenuation of ECG by a high conductive resistance owing
to distance and isolation between heart and head. In contrast, R-EEG of dolphins is affected by ECG because a
small attenuation is caused by the low impedance on the
pathway owing to the short distance and lack of narrowing
between heart and head, resulting in ECG existing at the
frequency region that might be the frequency region of
EEG. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate the ECG from
the R-EEG in order to extract the true-EEG. EMG and
electromagnetic induction could be canceled by BPF.
There are few studies of brain waves of whales. The
majority of them were recorded by ECoG by an invasive
recording method in which an electrode was implanted
surgically into the cerebral cortex [6–10]. These ECoG
analyses on sleeping of whales revealed that the whales
were unihemispheric sleepers [6–10], and that sleeping
stage of bottlenose dolphins could be classified into three
judging from the ECoG amplitude intensity, in which the
ECoG amplitude was in inverse proportion to the degree of
sleep, and suggested that the only frequencies detected
were 4 Hz or less in sleeping with maximum ECoG
amplitude [6, 7]. These studies, however, were not subject
to further frequency analysis.
Murayama et al. used a noninvasive recording method to
record EEG of a bottlenose dolphin on shore out of an
aquarium by positioning electrodes on the scalp surface of
the dolphin, but did not eliminate ECG and other artifacts
from the recorded-EEG (R-EEG) [11]. In addition, these
studies did not include frequency analysis of the R-EEGs.
There are also studies that recorded the brain-stem
response of whale, but not EEG, during echolocation by
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Fig. 4 The power spectrum
profile resulting from FFT
analysis on the EEG when the
dolphin was quiet (a), on ECG
(b), on EMG synchronized with
movement of pectoral fin (c), on
electrograms of breathing (d)
and moving the head (e). The
FFT conditions were as follows:
interval, 1.024 ms; window
function, hamming; overlap,
none; spectrum, power and
frequency resolution, 0.977 Hz;
the number of FFT points, 651
(a), 418 (b), 68 (c), 387 (d),
719 (e)

using EEG electrode fixed with suction-cup [15]. To our
knowledge, however, no previous study has recorded the
EEG of a dolphin using an appropriate analytical method
which solved these problems, and then analyzed the frequencies detected therein.
In order to solve the problem of attaching the surface
electrodes in this study, we fixed electrodes on the scalp
surface by covering them with a vinyl chloride suction-cup,
making it possible to firmly fix the electrodes and to
waterproof them. This improvement allowed us to continuously record the R-EEG of a dolphin moving vigorously
underwater. To solve the problem of artifacts including the
R-EEG, we eliminated ECG and other artifacts from the
R-EEG through manual manipulation and mechanical filtering, respectively, to extract the EEG. These methods

allowed us to analyze the frequency detected in EEG and,
to our knowledge, this is the first study that does so in this
way.
The EEG of the dolphin during transportation by a truck
was detected by this method and the detected frequency
was analyzed. The EEG covered in total the region of
5–40 Hz. The spectrum power (continuous change in the
spectra with frequency) could be divided into three frequency bands (5–15, 15–25, and 25–40 Hz). These three
dolphin frequency bands roughly correspond to the frequency bands of human EEG as follows: 5–15 Hz corresponds to the h-wave (4–7 Hz) and a-wave (8–13 Hz);
15–25 Hz corresponds to the b-wave (14–30 Hz); and
25–40 Hz corresponds to a part of the c-wave (30–64 Hz).
The intensity of the three bands was found to be closely
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Fig. 5 The spectrum power profile resulting from FFT analysis on
the EEG of recording No. 2 (a), No. 3 (b), and No. 1 (c) at recording
position j in Fig. 1b. The FFT conditions were as follows: interval,
1.024 ms; the number of FFT point, 32768; window function,
hamming; overlap, 1/2; spectrum, power and frequency resolution,
0.031 Hz

related to the degree of reaction to exterior stimulation. The
5–15 Hz bands, in particular, the lower part of which
roughly corresponds to the h-wave in human, increased
with increasing reactions to exterior stimulation, but the
other frequency bands did not clearly change in response to
movement. This response is in contrast to human EEG, in
which b-waves are dominant when the subject is awake
and are highly responsive to exterior stimulation, a-waves
are dominant under relaxed conditions, and h-waves are
dominant during the subject is dozing [16].
These results suggest that the frequency of dolphin EEG
shows similar profiles to that of humans, but the
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physiological significance of these frequency bands differs
significantly from that in humans.
We propose from our present data that our novel,
improved method is a useful procedure for recording the
EEG of dolphins and then performing frequency analysis,
and that the EEG could be successfully extracted from
the R-EEG by this method because we could cancel the
expected artifacts such as ECG, EMG, and electromagnetic induction. It is commonly accepted that the frequency of EMG recording on the outer layer of human
skin consists of the bandwidth of 50 Hz or less [17, 18].
In this present study, however, this low frequency band
was not recognized in EMG originated from movement
of the dolphin, which was recorded at the R-EEG
recording position j (Fig. 4c). The EMG of the moving
dolphin was mainly generated from the muscles in the
vicinity of mandible and the pectoral fin, which were far
from the recording position (about 80 cm in this study)
in comparison with recording of human EMG. The EMG
was transmitted to the electrode by the volume conduction, and the amplitude of the EMG was attenuated
during the long-distance transmission resulting in an
undetectable low frequency band in the EMG at the
R-EEG recording position [19]. Furthermore, an instantaneous (*2-s) pulse synchronized with the movement
of the dolphin seemed to be not effected on the R-EEG
recording for a long time (100–507 s). These considerations lead to our conclusion that the influence of EMG
on the EEG may not be able to be rejected completely,
but is negligible.
These results also demonstrate that variations in the
power ratio of the three bands are closely related to the
movement of the dolphin, and increases in the power ratio
of 5–15 Hz band show a particularly strong correlation
with increased reactions to stimulation.
It is, however, necessary to perform this method many
times because the frequency analysis in R-EEG involves
several analytical steps such as ECG removal, filtering, and
time-series analysis. Recently, digital data processing with
a microcomputer has made it possible to construct specialized systems to analyze the R-EEG data, resulting in
easy and immediate analysis of the dolphin EEG.
We propose that accumulating the available data on the
relationship between dolphin movement and EEG frequency by using the specialized methods for brain wave
recording and EEG analysis outlined herein may make it
possible to infer the presence of nervous system disease or
brain injury in the dolphin as well as in the human from a
noninvasively recorded EEG, and that the noninvasive
EEG analysis could be used to elucidate valuable information that will assist with health control in these sea
animals.
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Fig. 6 Change of power ratio
with recording time. Power ratio
are calculated from the power
spectrum obtained from FFT
analyses of the EEG of dolphin
with the movement listed in
Table 1 as recording No. 1 (1),
No. 2 (2), No. 3 (3), No. 4-1
(4-1), No. 4-2 (4-2), No. 5-1
(5-1), and No. 5-2 (5-2). The
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the number of FFT points, 76
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100 (4-2), 96 (5-1), 65 (5-2)
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